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Indulgence
Why you should let your weight loss clients eat
mince pies this Christmas

I

t’s a big concern for anyone wanting
to lose weight; trying to avoid all tasty
temptations in favour of sprouts and
clementines. But just how are they going
to manage around all that Christmas
food and drink?
Less than healthy, calorific foods present
themselves all year round. Birthdays,
Easter and even Halloween, especially if
you go trick or treating with your kids –
but Christmas can be even harder.
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How do we stop them eating
all the pies?

How to eat mince pies
mindfully

The answer is, you don’t.

The first thing you might want to do
with your weight loss client is discuss
their goals for the period. If enjoying the
food is important to them you could
agree that the target until January is
simply to maintain their weight and
just avoid undoing their progress so far.
They won’t lose fitness or strength if
they keep up some activity, even if it’s
just brisk winter walks if they’re missing
sessions with you.

I am a firm believer that short term
strict plans are just that – short term.
And while a 7-14 day rigid plan with no
room for manoeuvre may help reinforce
self-efficiency (provided they stick to it
of course) and boost motivation with
quick results, long term we need to be
empowering our clients to have some
control over their eating habits, whatever
the circumstances. There’s no better
time to jump in the deep end and really
prove this can be done than around all
the temptations that are Christmas food.

They’ll eat them anyway
If there’s one thing we fitness and
nutrition professionals forget, it’s that
not everyone shares our enthusiasm for
burpees and broccoli. In fact we love
being healthy so much we exercise out of
choice and spend our days encouraging
others to do the same. But if your
clients felt the same way they probably
wouldn’t need you in the first place.
While many of us really don’t mind
sticking to a few nuts, some seasonal
fruit and skipping the cheese board (or
whatever your personal ‘sacrifices’ are),
they’ll say yes to a third slice of log cake,
before they’ve remembered it’s not yet
breakfast time. They like food; sticky,
chocolaty, what the heck it’s only one
(more) food.

Christmas isn’t easy for
dieters
The Christmas period is the toughest.
It lasts much longer; weeks rather than
an afternoon, multiple meals of heavy,
stodgy food rather than just one day of
sugar. Social gatherings revolve almost
exclusively around large meals, which
are interspersed with baked goods we’d
never normally bother making the rest of
the year. Families gather together for the
first time in months, and with food being
a symbol of love and generosity, if it’s not
a batch of mince pies from your cousins
then it’s a box of Quality Street from
your neighbours. All of this, of course,
means your weight loss clients’ progress
grinding to a halt. Or worse, they gain
weight.

Engaging in anything ‘unpleasant’;
exercise instead of Christmas telly for six
days straight, coupled with missing out
on every tasty morsel that Christmas
brings, is about the risk reward trade-off.
Though pain reward trade-off is probably
more apt in this instance.
Having to skip every pudding that’s
offered, in hope of losing another pound
by their next session with you, is not on
their agenda. Not many people agree
that having the ‘ideal’ body is worth
being miserable for long periods of time.
And this is why your clients will eat the
mince pies anyway.
Want to fight that? You’ll lose. And so
will they because they’ve feel like they’ve
betrayed you and failed themselves.

Calorie counting? Not everything has a
label, especially homemade foods. But
that shouldn’t stop them from enjoying
Auntie’s panettone. Calorie counters
like MyFitnessPal have estimates for
an average portion of an average food,
and this will give you an idea of what a
reasonable serving is.
My favourite method is simply having
portion guidelines for each meal, as it’s
the most flexible and easy to follow.
Plate portion guides, picture analogies
to foods and template meal plans that
can be filled with the food that’s being
served are great ways to give people the
flexibility they need while still retaining
some control over their choices. Allow
treats within this plan. A two-inch slice of
Christmas cake and a couple of satsumas
is an acceptable afternoon snack for
most people. Three helpings plus half a
chocolate orange is not.
There’s a time and a place for strict diets,
and this isn’t with your average weight
loss client. They’ll be back on track with
you come January, so just let them eat
the pies.
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